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“I nspired by the flow of water, 
QUE embraces fluted architectural 
detailing. QUE invites you to experience 
it in both a tactile and visual way.”
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Our QUE vanity celebrates lines and texture with its 
textured detail. The ability to customise QUEs profile 
from fluted, to a range of ribbed or battened looks, 
allows for an endless variety of finished options to suit 
your personal taste.

The element of customisation continues through the 
choice of basin shape, benchtop material and either 
a polyurethane consistent finish or a choice of various 
veneer profiles for a timber look.

The gorgeous curves that QUE features add to 
enhance its natural shape and fuse beautifully with 
its corresponding mirror cabinets. The synthesis between 
the curved edges and the fluted profile detail combine 
to showcase a vanity that is a beautiful piece of 
bathroom furniture.
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Features

Soft close drawers Enjoy the peace and quiet with our soft-close drawers. 
Using industry leading Häfele hardware, soft close 
technology minimises the stress placed on the cabinet. 
Thus, extending the life of your vanity.

Fluted drawer detail Fluted Drawer fronts add another element of texture 
and beauty to QUE. With an option of selecting a fluted, 
rubbed or battened detail in various thicknesses and 
colours you can customise QUE entirely.

LED cabinet lights Lighting can often be overlooked, we believe it is an 
essential inclusion hence why all of our cabinetry 
features LED lighting. Organise your drawers with 
ease, any time of the day.

Black malamine 
internals

As a standard, all xox vanities have black melamine 
internals. Melamine is a hard resin which results in 
a durable and highly attractive finish. The material 
is also waterproof, making it the ideal choice for 
inside the cabinetry.

Australian-made Rest assured knowing that your vanity is made locally. 
Each piece is handcrafted to ensure that you receive 
the best quality product which will last a lifetime. 
Our vanities are designed and made in Australia.
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Finishes An endless combination of benchtops with veneer or 
polyurethane cabinetry. Our QUE vanities can be further 
customised with a choice of nine textured MDF profiles. 
Our designers have specified the following combinations 
but as with any xox vanity, the possibilities are infinite.

Textured MDF

Fluted

25mm wide flute – SP-F25
50mm wide flute – SP-F50
70mm wide flute – SP-F70

12mm wide ribs – SP-R12
19mm wide ribs – SP-R19
38mm wide ribs – SP-R38

20mm batten with 10mm groove – SP-B20
40mm batten with 10mm groove – SP-B40
60mm batten with 10mm groove – SP-B60

Ribbed Battened

Benchtop 

Options

Caesarstone 
Black Tempal

Charcoal Oak

Calacatta Gold

Pewter Oak

Elba White

Hauraki Gulf

Labradorite Blue

Eucalyptus Italian Clay

Rosso Orobico

Matching 
Polyurethane 
Colours
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Sizing options Our QUE vanity is available in four sizes and can 
be accompanied by a matching shaving cabinet.

600mm wide, 2-Drawer
750mm wide, 2-Drawer
900mm wide, 2-Drawer
1200mm wide, 4-Drawer
1500mm wide, 4-Drawer
1500mm wide, 5-Drawer
1800mm wide, 4-Drawer
1800mm wide, 5-Drawer




